
Secretary: Bob McKinney, Lakhipara, South Cookney, Stonehaven, AB39 
3RX, Tel: 01569 730706 email:  secretary@nkrcc.org.uk

Visit our Website - www.nkrcc.org.uk

Minutes of the ordinary meeting held on Monday 16th January 2012 at 7.30pm at the Corbie Hall, 
Maryculter, Aberdeenshire.

   Present: Representing:
Robin Baxter (Chairman)                                                          Banchory-Devenick
Robert Keeler (Vice Chairman)                                                Cookney/Netherley
Bob McKinney (Secretary)                                                       Cookney/Netherley
Rob Winmill                                                                              Cookney/Netherley
Hazel Witte                                                                                Maryculter
Susan Astell                                                                               Maryculter
Dave Bayliss                                                                              Maryculter
Graeme Eglintine                                                                       Banchory-Devenick

Cllr Carl Nelson Aberdeenshire Council

Eighteen members of the public

1 Apologies:
Avril Tulloch, Cllr Ian Mollison, Cllr Paul Melling.

2 Police Report and Presentations:
Storybook Glen
Robin Baxter welcomed back Mandy and Bruce Liddell of Storybook Glen. Mandy recapped what had happened 
at the meeting in December. Mandy then advised that as requested they had visited 8 adjacent properties and 
learned that the owner of one property had emigrated,  one neighbour they had been unable to contact, one was 
neutral to the application and 5 were in favour of same.

Dave Bayliss then advised that whilst selling 300 Club tickets, he had visited 16 properties in the Kirkton and 
learned that 6 were supportive of the application, 8 were neutral and 2 were opposed. 

One concern which was expressed by residents was the increase in the volume of traffic in and through the village, 
the safety of children in the village with no real speed restrictions in place and the added traffic that more houses 
in the village might generate.

Rob Winmill added that he had spoken to a resident who intimated that they would object, on similar grounds to 
those above, and that there were already 6 other houses ear-marked for the village, adjacent to the location of this 
site.

It appeared that there was still no consensus on the matter.  Mandy Liddell expressed her surprise at this. Dave 
Bayliss advised that though the 8 residents mentioned above were neutral on the planning application, they would 
still like to see Storybook Glen survive.  It was then agreed to deal with further discussion under Planning. Mandy 
and Bruce then had to leave the meeting.

Grampian Police
Pc’s Jessica Wayne and Norman Thomson were in attendance from Grampian Police. Pc Wayne advised that there 
had been a number of Road Traffic Collisions on the South Deeside Road recently,  none resulting in serious 
injuries.

There have been reports of thefts of scrap metal and suspicious vehicles in the Banchory-Devenick area. One 
incident relates to the theft of electrical wire and enquiries are ongoing. Members of the public are asked to be 
vigilant and to report any sightings of suspicious persons or vehicles.
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Operation Zenith,  an operation aimed at reducing the number of incidents involving motor cycles, concluded at 
the end of October 2011 and saw a reduction of 28% in the numbers of casualties across the region,  from 115 to 
97. Other, similar, Roads Policing operations will also continue.

Pc’s Wayne and Thomson then answered a small number of queries before returning to their other duties.

Broadband
Ian Shanks, Head of Scottish Affairs for BT Scotland introduced himself, Kevin Walker, Senior Operations 
Manager, Openreach and Sid Addison, Local Operations Manager, Openreach. Ian then explained his and 
Openreach’s roles.

He then gave an update on what BT was doing on broadband in Scotland. The salient points were:

• Two programmes rolling out in tandem, one called Wholesale Broadband Connect to upgrade exchanges 
to 20mb services, the other Superfast Broadband, a £2.5bn fibre cable operation to bring a 40mb service, 
increased to 80mb which should overcome current copper cable restrictions;

• 72% of the Scottish population will have access to the 20mb service by summer 2012;
• 31% of the Scottish population served by 76 exchanges which currently have or will have in the next 

few months access to the 40mb service;
• the Scottish Government has a ‘pot’  of £144m to help deliver broadband, particularly in rural areas, with 

£15m from the fund already allocated the to Highlands and Islands area and £5m allocated to the south 
of Scotland, with an announcement expected soon on how the balance would be used.

• the 20mb service would be available soon at the Stonehaven, Kincorth and Peterculter exchanges with 
the superfast service also coming to the Kincorth, Portlethen and Stonehaven areas, with the rest of the 
exchanges in the area giving a service of up to 8mb, depending on distances from the exchanges to 
residents.

Kees Witte then put some questions to Ian, Kevin and Sid. These included:
How there could be such a disparity of service speed between close neighbours; inclement weather conditions 
adversely affecting broadband connections; cables lying on verges in open view; electric fencing affecting 
broadband connectivity; was Newtonhill included in the upgrades mentioned; the Peterculter exchange only 
allowing Sky, O2 and Talk Talk services on that local loop, would it be unbundled to other services providers; the 
slow response when calling to report a fault and the shunting from one department to another; making use of the 
SSE/O2 fibre-optic cable which is buried alongside the A90; what is Aberdeenshire getting from the Government 
‘pot’ mentioned earlier.

Ian responded by stating that Aberdeenshire’s share of the ‘pot’ was still to be seen yet. Kevin advised that the 
disparity of speeds between nearby properties may be down to the length of cable extending from the main cable, 
that the properties may be on completely different cables or any other number of technical issues which would 
have to looked at individually. Several members of the public gave their experiences and were advised to make 
complaint to BT Retail in the first instance or their broadband provider rather than Openreach as BT or the 
broadband provider has the contract with the customer whereas Openreach maintains the cable infrastructure. 

This generated some discussion on individual cases which were dealt with in turn. However, in one case there was 
no real resolution, despite the various technologies on the market. It was also suggested that the upgrades 
mentioned would have little effect on the local area as we would still be using the same copper infrastructure 
currently in place. Ian advised that things will get better but could give no guarantees, though the companies 
providing these services were commercial organisations and a mix of technologies would help. 

Ian then advised that in a rural setting cables were more exposed to the weather and asked for the locations of 
cables lying on verges so that this could be looked at. He also advised that with electric fences the customer could 
complain to consumer protection if they were installed after 2003 or talk to the farmer first; it was not a BT 
priority. He was unaware if Newtonhill was to be included in the forthcoming upgrades but advised that it would 
be up to broadband providers only if they wanted to install their equipment in exchanges such as Peterculter and 
utilise telecoms ducts and poles as well. They will normally only do it large population centres. When contacting 
call centres try to call at non-peak times to get through to the broadband help desk. The fibre optic cable along the 
A90 would have to be accessed at exchanges via the existing network, not just anywhere and BT likely had a 
cable extending alongside the O2 cable so it was unlikely that accessing the O2 cable would change matters. Ian 



also advised that the upgrades to the exchanges may not mean that end users would see an improvement in their 
speeds.

Ian then answered some questions from members of the public, specific to their situation. Due to the level of 
interest shown, Ian, his team and members of the public adjourned to another room to continue their discussions. 
Robin Baxter thanked Ian and his team for their attendance and assistance.

3 Minutes of the Previous Meeting
The following amendments to the minutes of the December 2012 were then requested and implemented: 
Under Presentations/Storybook Glen/Paragraph two/Line five, change that line to ‘Storybook Glen would not 
survive beyond the next year’;
Under AOB/Paragraph one/Line three, change ‘no objections fro’ to ‘no objections from’;
Under AOB/Paragraph three/single line, change ‘Marie Watt’ to ‘Maureen Watt’.

Rob Winmill then proposed and Hazel Witte seconded the minutes of the last meeting as a true record and 
they were duly adopted.

  4 Matters Arising
Rural Schools and South Deeside Under-Fives
Nothing to report.

   Website
Graeme Eglintine advised that he was reviewing the e-mail addresses on the website, to bring them up to date. He 
also asked to be advised if any item on the Local Interest page was out of date so it could be removed. It was 
suggested that all members of NKRCC should assist with this. Graeme also asked that if anyone had any suitable 
photos of local items they could send them to him for adding to the website.

Roads inc. AWPR
Graeme advised that on Duffshill Road, although some work had recently been done drainage and pot-holes were 
still a problem there.

A MOP advised that earlier that morning his wife was nearly involved in a collision with a HGV tanker on the 
Lairhillock to Bourtreebush Road near to Berrytop, due to a lack of regular gritting and where water often lies. It 
was also pointed out that it was a school bus route.

Another MOP advised that that recent works to fill a pothole on the road from Kirkton of Maryculter to 
Maryculter East, between Blaikiewell Farm and Burnhead, had resulted in the nearby drain also being filled in 
resulting in substantial amounts of water lying across the road.

Another MOP advised that a few days earlier he had been coming home and had seen yet another car in a field on 
the B979 at North Burnside Kennels. He was concerned at the number of such cars ending up this way and the 
possibility of a fatal accident and suggested an official should come out and examine the road there. 

Bob was to e-mail Stuart MacFarlane, Roads Manager, bringing these matters to his attention. Mr MacFarlane had 
also been invited to a future meeting and a response was awaited.

5 Planning
Recent Planning Applications  
APP/2011/4279: Meikle Carewe, Netherley, Stonehaven, AB39 3SY - Permanent Erection of Lattice
                           Anemometer Mast, 
APP/2011/3899: Highwood, Bridge Of Muchalls, Stonehaven, AB39 3RU - Erection of Detached Double Garage, 
APP/2011/4177: Nether Craigwell, Netherley, Stonehaven, AB39 3QQ - Erection of Replacement                                             

Dwellinghouse,
APP/2012/0038: Land to West of Mill O’ Craigiecat, Netherley, Stonehaven, AB39 3QL - Change of Use of 

Agricultural Land to Class 5 (General Industrial), 
APP/2011/4173: Land to North of Hazelwood, Kirkton of Durris, Banchory, AB12 5GD - Extension to Existing 

Storage Garage 
APP/2011/3944: Woodend Steading, Netherley, Stonehaven, AB39 3QL - Removal of Condition 13 (Lay-By) of 

Planning Permission Reference S010338PF,
APP/2011/3837: Blairs College Estate, Blairs, Aberdeen, AB12 5LF - Erection of Combined Foot/Cycle Bridge 

Crossing (Twin Tower Cable Stay Structure) with Associated Access Steps and Ramps, Elevated 
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Walkway, Compensatory Flood Storage and Maintenance Access (To Comply with Condition 
40, Parts (a) and (c) of Planning Permission in Principle Ref KM/APP/2006/4973). 

Other Planning Matters
Rob Winmill advised that the planning applications for the single wind turbines at Brucewells and Ambleside had 
been withdrawn. Rob also advised that he had written an objection to the application to site an anemometer near 
to Hollybank House, Durris, and read out same. Everyone was satisfied that the letter should be sent as it was. 
Rob to action.

Rob further advised that the query from Duncan Smart, St Andrews University, regarding the Environmental 
Impact Assessment for the Meikle Carewe windfarm saga had been passed to Philip Smart as Philip had the most 
detailed knowledge of that matter, from start to finish.

Rob gave some added detail abut the application for a foot bridge over the Dee, though there were still some 
uncertainties about adjoining footpaths. It seemed there had been local objections already. This all generated some 
discussion about the level of use and by whom, after which it was agreed that we write to the Council reserving 
our position to comment once more detail was available.

It was also raised about the recent reports of a possible Gypsy Travellers halting site adjacent to the B979 
Netherley Road, near to Coneyhatch, which had been in local newspapers. Cllr Nelson advised that there was not 
yet a lot of further detail available but that there will be local consultation.

Rob then gave an update on the progress of the Structure Plan and suggested that he compile a response restating 
NKRCC’s position which he would circulate for comment before submission. This was agreed.

A MOP then advised that a small quarry near to Maryculter East appeared to have developed into industrial 
premises, with big trucks turning up, machinery running, fires burning and items being stored there yet there were 
no signs up advising this. Others were also aware of this, cranes going to and from the site and hard core being 
laid at the entrance. Rob agreed to bring this to the attention of the Planning Department.

Storybook Glen
This item was revisited with a great deal of discussion over the course of the next 30 minutes. Dave confirmed 
that the 8 households who were neutral to the application did not want to see the business fail as they were 
worried about what would happen to the site afterwards. Concern was again expressed about the increase in the 
level of traffic in the Kirkton and childrens’ safety.

It was also pointed out that this application was contrary to the existing Development Plan and would be to the 
forthcoming Plan too, though the applicants had been candid about this. The application could not be classed as 
‘enabling development’ as Storybook Glen was a pre-existing business but this may not automatically prevent the 
application from being granted; applications which had been contrary to the Plan had been granted in the past.

There was then some discussion on whether NKRCC should support the application unconditionally, with 
conditions or not to support it all. It was then decided that a vote should be taken on the proposal of whether to 
support the application or not and if the application was to be supported, then whether that support should be 
conditional or unconditional.

The vote was 3 in favour of supporting the application, 4 against supporting the application and 1 abstention. As a 
result of this vote, NKRCC was not in a position to support the application.

It was then raised that some of those present believed that a vote had taken place on this matter at the December 
meeting and that the vote just taken had gone against the earlier one. Others believed that although each 
Community Councillor’s view had been sought in series then, as it turned out without consensus, no formal 
proposal on the application had been made, no show of hands had taken place and it was understood by all that 
the matter had been deferred until this meeting for a final decision based on additional information (visits to 
neighbours by Mandy and Bruce Liddell and Dave Bayliss).

6Finance & 300 Club
Hazel Witte advised that NKRCC’s bank accounts held £1045, and asked that sales returns be made to her by 12 
February 2012. As was normal, there was no draw for January, it being deferred until February 2012.

7 Correspondence & Licensing Applications
i) Letter from Linda Gerrard, Aberdeenshire Council, advising that the meeting with the Planning Service 
scheduled for 19 January will not now take place,
ii) Letter from William Munro, Aberdeenshire Council, advising that the Area Committee will be meeting at 



9.30am on 17 January 2012 at Viewmount, Stonehaven,
iii) E-mail from Lynn Buchan, Aberdeenshire Council, advising of a cheese and wine evening regarding a meeting 
of the North Kincardine Public Art Group at Portlethen Community Learning Centre, Bruntland Road, Portlethen, 
at 7.00pm on Thursday 26 January 2012,
iv) A letter from William Munro, Aberdeenshire Council, advising of the Ward Forum meeting at the Bettridge 
Centre, Newtonhill, on 23 February 2012,

There were no Licensing applications.

8AOB
Councillor Nelson advised that during the recent high winds a child’s trampoline in Muchalls village had been 
lifted from its owner’s garden and caused considerable damage. He asked that all present bring to the attention of 
owners the potential risks involved in similar conditions.

Bob then suggested a couple of changes to the style of Agendas, to reflect the placing thereon of speakers and for 
visibility in notice boards. This was accepted.

9 NEXT MEETING
   The date of the next meeting of the NKRCC was set for Monday 20th February 2012. The meeting then closed at 

10.10pm.



Secretary: Bob McKinney, Lakhipara, South Cookney, Stonehaven, AB39 3RX Tel: 01569 730706, 
email:  secretary@nkrcc.org.uk

                                                      AGENDA
for the ordinary meeting to be held on Monday 19 March 2012 at 7.30pm at 
the Corbie Hall, Maryculter, Aberdeenshire.

1.  Apologies

2.  Police Report and Guest Speaker(s) 

3. Minutes of the Previous Meeting

4. Matters Arising
- Rural Schools & South Deeside Under-Fives
- Website
- Roads (incl. AWPR)

5. Planning
- Recent planning applications etc.

6. Finance & 300 Club

7. Correspondence & Licensing Applications

8. AOB 

9.  Next Meeting
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